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North Carolina 

Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

Local Government Committee 

 

MINUTES 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

August 28, 2013, 2:00 PM 

 

PROCEEDINGS 

 

The quarterly meeting of the Local Government Committee (LGC), a committee of the 

Geographic Information Coordinating Council (GICC), was held on August 28, 2013.   

 

PRESENT 

 

LGC members: 

 

James Armstrong, Richmond County, representing Carolina URISA and SMAC Rep 

Jessica Brannock, High Country COG, representing ARCED 

Lucy Cardwell, Currituck County, representing NCPMA 

Kathryn Clifton, Chair, City of Salisbury, representing NCLM 

Julie Stamper, Pasquotank County, representing NCACC 

Alice Wilson, City of New Bern, representing APA-NC and SMAC rep 

 

Others: 

 

Stephen Dew, Guilford County, WGOP Rep 

Ricky Hall, Alamance County, WGOP Rep 

Matt Hamby, Yadkin County, for Joseph Sloop representing NCLGISA 

Tom Morgan, Land Records Management Program Department of Secretary of State 

Tom Tribble, CGIA, Staff to the LGC 

 

ABSENT 

 

None 

 

WELCOME 

 

Kathryn Clifton, the new chair of the LGC, called the meeting to order.  Kathryn 

welcomed the members and guests.  She said it is a privilege and honor to be elected 
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chair of the LGC and encouraged members to contact her with issues that need to be 

discussed or raised to the GICC. 

 

APPOINTMENT OF NEW GICC CHAIR 

 

Kathryn said she is excited and encouraged by the appointment of Stan Duncan, 

Henderson County Assessor and Tax Collector, as chair of the GICC.  She believes he 

will be a hands-on chair.  Mr. Duncan has more than 30 years experience with local 

government, the NC Department of Revenue and in the private sector.  Tom Morgan 

noted that he is also a past-president of the NC Association of Assessing Officers.  

Kathryn remarked that Mr. Duncan has witnessed the evolution of GIS and she expects 

he will bring a fresh perspective.  She anticipates that he will lean on the LGC for input 

and support.  Tom Tribble noted that Mr. Duncan is the first local government employee 

to serve as Council chair. 

 

REPORTS 

 

Working Group for Seamless Parcels (WGSP).  Tom Morgan, Land Records 

Management Program, Department of the Secretary of State, and Co-Chair of the WGSP, 

reported on the Integrated Cadastral Exchange Project.  This project is funded by US 

Environmental Protection Agency and is underway after a long delay.  Contractors have 

been selected.  The principal contractor is The Carbon Project, supported by Fairview 

Industries, represented by Nancy von Meyer, and Atlas Geographic. 

 

Twenty-five counties are participating in this pilot project.  Seven of the counties 

volunteered to provide GIS data and parcel data from their Computer Assisted Mass 

Appraisal (CAMA) systems for initial testing in Phase 1 of the effort.  The initial work 

involves manually cross-walking the data to the state parcel schema.  Phase 2 will 

involve testing the data from the seven counties in the translator tool being developed by 

The Carbon Project with an anticipated completion date of that phase by the end of 

September.   

 

Tom M. said the WGSP will be leaning on the cadastral community to validate the 

process and ensure the project is not asking for data that are not needed or that are 

difficult to provide.  He noted that very few components of the schema are mandatory. 

 

Tom M. reported that the State of Virginia has inquired about the project as they are just 

beginning conversations about a seamless parcel project.  He noted that Virginia faces an 

even more difficult challenge in that municipalities have cadastral mapping systems, 

separate from the county system.  

 

He said the North Carolina project has prompted a review and update of the cadastral 

standard – Technical Specifications for Cadastral Base Digital Mapping.  He plans to 

circulate the initial outline of the standard to the LGC and others to review. 
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The goal is to complete the Integrated Cadastral Exchange Project by the end of 

December.  Tom T. asked what will be in place by that time.  Tom M. said the 

expectation is that data for the 25 pilot counties will be mapped through the translator to 

the state schema, distributed to EPA through their Environmental Information Exchange 

Network and available for download from NC OneMap.  In addition, the data will be 

accessible through The Carbon Project cloud as a web feature mapping service and 

discoverable through NC OneMap.  These are the requirements of the project. The 

WGSP will not stop there but plans to get all 100 counties mapped. 

 

Alice Wilson asked about those counties that still charge a fee for their data.  Tom M. 

replied that the public records law permits counties to charge a “reasonable” fee for GIS 

data.  Some counties, now a minority, still charge for cadastral data.  He noted that most 

counties have learned that it costs more to handle the paperwork and distribute the data 

than the fee received.  He suggested it is easier and more cost effective for counties to 

post the date to an ftp site for anyone to download.  He pointed out that once a county 

provides data to a state agency, that agency, by law, must redistribute the data in response 

to a public records request.  The State cannot sign a data sharing agreement that prevents 

redistribution of the data. 

 

Kathryn asked if the data available on NC OneMap will have compliant metadata.  Tom 

M. said yes.  If a county does not have metadata, the project team will develop a 

compliant metadata file for the product that will be distributed.  A county will be able to 

use that file as a base for its own metadata record.  Another advantage to counties is that 

once the data are available on NC OneMap, the data will be archived with the 

Department of Cultural Resources according to the Data Retention schedule, providing a 

yearly snapshot of county data for here on. 

 

Tom T. asked about the legal requirements for local governments to archive their data.  

Tom M. said the Public Records law includes a requirement that all databases produced 

by a government agency must be documented.  A valid metadata file for GIS data would 

meet this requirement, at least for the final dataset from the project.  This file can be a 

starting point or template for a local metadata record that would enable a county to be 

compliant with the Public Records law. 

 

Ricky Hall asked if the project is signing a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with 

participating counties.  Tom M. said no.  The State cannot sign a MOU that precludes 

redistribution of the data.  Matt Hamby said the Division of Emergency Management 

(DEM) acquires parcel and other data from counties and does sign a MOU that precludes 

redistribution.  Tom T. reported that DEM agreed to take the lead among state agencies 

for acquiring parcel data from counties to share with other state agencies.  Presumably, 

once the statewide seamless parcel project is complete, DEM would no longer need to 

acquire parcel data separately.   If Yadkin County volunteered to participate in the 

statewide parcel project, that might preclude the need to sign a MOU with DEM, 

depending on the time frame.  Tom T. asked if this was a correct assessment. 
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Tom M. said yes, to an extent.  DEM’s Geospatial and Technology Management (GTM) 

office will continue to acquire county parcel data until the statewide project begins to 

produce sufficient coverage of parcel datasets.  DEM may have some protection through 

their collaboration with the Department of Homeland Security in terms of responding to 

public records requests.  Tom M. suggested that a county can still participate in the 

statewide project but perhaps limit certain attributes. 

 

Matt asked about how the project will deal with the different county formats.  A key part 

of the project is developing a translator that converts field names to a common schema.  

For example, a field called ‘owner type’ may be populated in the county file with ‘yes’ or 

‘no.’  The translator would convert the data to ‘taxable’ or ‘nontaxable.’  Tom T. said the 

translator tool will work much like the tool developed for the statewide street centerline 

project.  Almost 90 counties have uploaded street centerline data through that translator, 

which translated the field names to a common schema. 

 

Kathryn said her understanding is that subsequent uploads are much simpler unless the 

county entirely changes their schema.  Tom M. confirmed, calling it a translation recipe.  

The initial upload will match up the field names.  As long as the county dataset is in the 

same format as previously, subsequent uploads to maintain the statewide file are very 

simple.  He anticipates that the first pass at matching up the field names by the translator 

will be automated rather than manual and that a significant percentage of the field names 

will align, minimizing the manual cross-matching. 

 

Tom T. asked if in December when the 25 counties are complete, will there be a single 

seamless file or 25 individual datasets.  Tom M. replied the map service will be a mash-

up of the 25 counties.  In addition, individual counties can be downloaded from NC 

OneMap so that users do not need to acquire the entire statewide file. 

 

Kathryn asked if the project team has a list of the different CAMA systems.  She noted 

the importance of representing as many as possible.  Tom M. said no.  Of the seven 

counties in Phase 1, six different CAMA systems are represented.  He will try to find that 

information. 

 

Kathryn said Mr. Duncan is very interested in this project and plans to encourage more 

counties to participate.  She volunteered to encourage counties in her general area to 

participate and encouraged other LGC members to do the same.  Tom M. thanked her and 

reported that Mr. Duncan has been attending the project meetings, either in person or on 

the phone. 

 

Kathryn thanked Tom M. for informing the LGC about the progress.  Tom M. signed off.  

 

Kathryn added that the progress on the parcel project, the street centerline project and 

others is exciting.  Jessica Brannock said these two projects will be invaluable to the 

COGs that must work across county lines at a regional scale.  Kathryn suggested the 

COGs could help encourage participation by counties in their regions.  She noted that it is 

important that counties understand the value of integrated statewide datasets, not only to 
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regional, state and federal agencies but to the counties themselves.  Tom echoed the value 

to counties.  First, counties can access data for adjacent counties for planning and other 

purposes. A second benefit to counties is access to data by users in both the private and 

public sectors for emergency management/response and economic development. 

 

James asked about edge-matching along county boundaries, especially since some of the 

county boundaries are still in dispute.  Tom suggested that this question be addressed at 

the next meeting.  He believes the project team does not plan to change the geometry of 

the boundaries or resolve edge-matching issues.  Overlaps or gaps may exist.  Stephen 

Dew acknowledged the problem, noting that Guilford and Alamance counties just spent 

seven weeks resolving parcel match-up issues, in advance of trying to resolve the county 

boundary location.   

 

Matt asked how many counties have GIS and digital parcel data.  Tom T. reported that all 

100 counties now have GIS and, at a minimum, digital parcel data.  Ninety eight counties 

have GIS map viewers that display their parcel data; only Clay and Graham counties do 

not. 

 

Kathryn asked if the LGC could develop a summary document of the benefits to counties 

from statewide datasets.  A short, one page summary would be useful for middle and 

upper level management. 

 

Action Item – Tom will prepare as draft document describing the benefits of 

integrated statewide datasets.   LGC members will review and edit. 

 

Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee (SMAC).  James Armstrong reported the 

SMAC met on July 17.  He skipped mention of the seamless parcels project and the NC 

BGN issues.  He said Gary Thompson reported said that National Geodetic Survey 

released  GEOCON  and GEOCON11 that allows users to transform coordinates between  

NAD83(2001), NAD 83(NSRS2007), and NAD 83(2011), readjustments to the original 

1983 Datum.   Gary and the WGOP are also working on the revision to the GPS standard 

and hope to have it completed by the end of the year.  The WGOP is also investigating 

the need for an oblique imagery standard. 

 

The Geographic and Technology Management office now has a secure ftp site that allows 

local governments to upload data and retrieve it later in the event data is lost in an 

emergency event.  Alice confirmed that this resource is password protected and not 

accessible by anyone other than the local government that uploaded data 

 

At the SMAC, David Giordano with CGIA reported on enhancements to NC OneMap.  

One of the imagery services always displays the latest imagery for an area.  Alice 

reported that the old alphabetical listed has been returned to NC OneMap and David said 

he did it just for Julie Stamper.   

 

The SMAC received the latest update on the statewide imagery program.  Coastal 

imagery for 2012 has been released and imagery for the 2013 Eastern Piedmont is 
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undergoing QA/QC.  The NC 911 Board approved funding for the 2014 Western-North 

project area. 

 

Alice said NCDOT aircraft frequently acquires imagery during emergency events and 

plans to implement a program by which agencies can leverage this resource to acquire 

additional that may be needed.  Tom said that based on John Farley’s report at the GICC 

meeting, the option of signing a MOU to acquire imagery for additional areas may only 

be available to state agencies. 

 

Working Group for Orthophotography Planning (WGOP).    Ricky Hall said James 

covered some of the items from the WGOP meeting.  He reported the GEOCON tool is 

available for download from the NORAD beta site.  The GPS standard will also work on 

cell phones and other portable devices.  The standard will apply to anyone collecting 

location data using recreational grade GPS units  

 

James asked how many agencies are using the readjusted Datum, particularly for parcel 

data.  Stephen said Guilford County is considering a change but John Bridgers with Land 

Records Management reported that as far as he knows every county is still using the basic 

1983 Datum.  Stephen speculated that many surveyors may be using the readjusted 

Datum and wondered how that may affect parcel mapping and aerial photography 

projects.  He noted that the shift in Guilford County is minor but it can be significant in 

other areas.  Lucy Cardwell said Currituck County is still using the basic 1983 Datum. 

 

James recalled that when Richmond County went to NAD83 from NAD 27, the problem 

was that surveyors were slow to adapt the new Datum and were submitting plats in the 

old datum.  The transformation is a challenge to surveyors as well as local governments.  

Kathryn asked if the readjusted datum impacts users going the Esri’s Parcel Fabric.  

Stephen said he was unsure but noted that the data for geodetic monuments downloaded 

from NC Geodetic Survey will be in the new projection.  If surveyors are using 

monuments with the readjusted datum, counties will need to be educated that a 

conversion will be necessary as the shift can be significant in some areas.  Stephen has 

suggested that NCPMA needs to conduct outreach on this topic so that local governments 

understand the implications. 

 

Julie said Gary will conduct a workshop at NCPMA Fall Conference in October and will 

ask him to address this topic. 

 

At another meeting, Tom said Gary indicated that once the transformation tools complete 

the beta testing, Esri may add a tool that performs transformations on the fly.  Will this 

solve the problem?  Stephen said yes.  However, if a surveyor submits the data in the 

readjusted datum, the county mapper will be entering the data as if it is the original 

NAD83.  This could be a problem.  The mapper cannot easily research he projection for 

each plat that is submitted. 

 

Kathryn mentioned that some of the enhancements to Esri software may only apply to the 

latest releases and not to earlier ones.  
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NC Board on Geographic Names.  By way of background, Tom said the NCBGN serves 

as the liaison with the USBGN for handling feature name changes in the federal 

Geographic Names Information System (GNIS).  Citizens and others can request that 

feature names be changed or unnamed feature be named.  He noted that NCBGN and 

USBGN do not address road names but rather water bodies, mountains, place names and 

other features.  Amy Durden, City of Elizabeth City, represents the LGC on the NCBGN. 

 

The process is mostly non-controversial.  However, in the last year an old map was 

displayed at a public meeting that had an offensive stream name in Union County.  In 

2004 the Council adopted Procedures for Changing Offensive or Insulting Geographic 

Feature Names.  The Council was directed by the NC General Assembly to address this 

issue.  At that time, NCBGN researched the GNIS and identified about a dozen offensive 

names that were subsequently changed. 

 

The stream in Union County, now Salem Creek, had been changed in 1985.  The display 

of this old map led to a piece of legislation passed in June directing that the GICC ask 

USBGN to change the name in the GNIS.   

 

In response to this situation the SMAC and the NCBGN recognized the need to better 

communicate feature name changes to GIS professionals and others in North Carolina 

that manage databases with feature names.  At its July meeting, the SMAC adopted a 

communications plan to disseminate geographic feature names changes as widely as 

possible, especially those related to offensive or insulting names.   

 

One feature of the plan that has already been implemented is to post a list of feature name 

changes handled by the NCBGN since its inception in 1996 on the NCBGN web page of 

the SMAC page on the GICC website.  This list will be updated as new name changes are 

approved by the USBGN.  In addition, the NCBGN will take proactive steps to inform 

database managers by sending out a notification about feature name changes.  These 

announcements will go to the various list servs and distribution lists, including county 

and city GIS coordinators. 

 

In the event of a name change for a feature with an offensive name, a letter will go to the 

county manager and city manager for that jurisdiction.  The purpose is to bring the 

situation to the attention of someone at a high level and to ask that they direct the 

appropriate staff to update database to reflect the change. 

 

As James noted during a previous meeting, the names are part of history.  The GNIS 

retains a field with the old names.  Old maps do not necessarily need to be destroyed but 

perhaps care needs to be taken about displaying old maps at public forums. 

 

James asked how a name change is requested.  Tom said the procedures are on the 

NCGN web page.  A citizen or government agency can simply submit a request by email 

or mail to the NCBGN.   The request should include the current name, if named, the 

precise location, proposed feature name, justification for changing a name and any other 
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relevant information.   The NCBGN then goes through a rigorous process of assessing the 

request.  They will reach out to government agencies and citizens to determine the 

support for a name and to document the accepted usage by citizens in the area.  The 

NCBGN may disapprove a request.  If a name change request is approved, NCBGN will 

submit it to USBGN.  No new name is official until USBGN approves the change and 

adds it to the GNIS. 

 

James suggested the time frame is measured in months rather than weeks.  Tom agreed, 

saying it make take six months or longer depending on the level or research and outreach 

required.  James is aware of situation in which a local government adopted a resolution to 

name a creek after a famous resident.  Tom said that can occur but it would not be 

reflected in the federal database of feature names, which is acknowledged by the GICC as 

the official North Carolina names repository, unless a request is submitted to NCBGN. 

 

Alice reported that there was discussion at the SMAC about the criteria for naming an 

unnamed feature.  For example, should there be a size limit to a body of water before it 

can be named; for example ten acres, unless there was some historical context.  The 

NCBGN plans to develop guidelines. 

 

Tom also noted that USGN rules do not permit a feature to be named after a private 

development.   

 

Standards Committee.  James Armstrong is the LGC appointee on the Standards 

Committee.  The committee has not met recently.  A couple of standards may be 

reviewed – the land cover standard and possibly the standard for address points.   

 

Tom noted that the WCOP is reviewing the need for a standard for oblique imagery.  

Staff did a survey of counties to find out how many have acquired oblique imagery.  

Sixty-one counties responded and 24 counties had acquired the imagery.  Gary 

Thompson plans to follow up with these counties to learn more about requirements for 

oblique imagery. 

 

STATUS of NCBELS LEGISLATION 

‘ 

The General Assembly passed House Bill 301, which includes a grandfathering clause for 

licensing GIS professionals that perform GIS surveys.  The new legislation waives the 

examination requirement for those presently practicing GIS who meet certain education 

and experience requirements.  The waiver (grandfathering) will be in effect until July 1, 

2014.    

 

Kathryn reviewed the guidelines and application on the NCBELS website.  She indicated 

the materials raised some questions.  For example the application requires five references, 

including three from licensed surveyors.  She wondered how many GIS professionals 

know licensed surveyors who can attest to the quality of the applicant’s work.  Is a list of 

licensed surveyors available? 
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James reminded everyone that the local government exemption still applies and that local 

government staff can develop GIS data without the requirement of approval by a licensed 

surveyor.  Kathryn said the exemption also applies to collecting data for a neighboring 

jurisdiction.  James said the exemption would not apply to mapping property boundaries. 

 

Gary Thompson and Andrew Ritter, NCBELS Executive Director, discussed the 

legislation at the August 14 GICC meeting.  Following the meeting, Tom talked to Gary 

to clarify the process.  Gary said that individuals that are grandfathered will be licensed 

as a Professional Land Surveyor and they will practice in their area of competency, which 

will be GIS mapping.  This is the same model that engineers use.  All licensed engineers 

have the title of Professional Engineer, but they practice in their area of competency 

(civil, electrical, chemical, etc.).   The application on the website does not specify that.  

Tom is uncertain if the application will be revised or is the applicant will simply identify 

the level of competency for which she/he is applying.   

 

Kathryn asked if any LGC members planned to apply.  Stephen and Kathryn may apply 

and will share what they learned with the group.  James speculated that most of the 

applicants will probably be from the private sector.  The license may help support an 

application for GISP. 

 

Julie noted that Gary and Mr. Ritter will present at the NCPMA meeting. 

 

GICC AND M&O REPORT 

 

Kathryn reported that the FIC finalized the Federal Land Ownership report and submitted 

it to the GICC.  The report is on the FIC web page and the updated federal land 

ownership dataset is available for download from NC OneMap.   

 

The TAC continues to review plans for enhancing NC OneMap.  One item of discussion 

was a proposed standard for publishing web services, including specific formats.  

Kathryn is interested in the requirements for publishing local data to NC OneMap. 

 

Another topic at the TAC was the use of ArcGIS Online for organizations, which is 

being widely adopted by state agencies.  She asked if LGC members are using Arc 

GIS.  Matt said he planned to investigate ArcGIS Online to support a password 

protected site to support Yadkin county emergency management applications.  Jessica 

said the COGs are considering a statewide agreement for ArcGIS Online.  Stephen 

said Guilford County is also considering using ArcGIS Online. 

 

Alice reported that ArcGIS Online license comes automatically with ArcGIS 10.2.  

Matt said with 10.2 when you access a webmap with a mobile device, the data is 

automatically cached.  If reception is lost, you can still access the data.  Kathryn said 

the City of Salisbury is now heavily invested in ArcGIS Online, supporting numerous 

applications, as she reported at the March LGC meeting. 
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Continuing the GICC and M&O report, the Metadata Committee, chaired by Steven 

Averett with City of Greensboro, is investigating metadata standards and tools and 

incentives for metadata creation and maintenance.   The ISO 19115-1 metadata 

standard is expected to be adopted by the ISO board in January 2014 and Mr. Averett 

anticipates a recommendation that the GICC adopt this standard to replace the earlier 

FGDC standard. 

 

Kathryn acknowledged that creating and maintaining metadata has not been a priority 

for her agency and probably not for many local governments.  She realized how 

important metadata is when the City of Salisbury migrated its 327 data layers from 

Arc GIS 9.2 to 10.  She plans to put a higher priority on metadata and encouraged 

others to do so. 

 

Another priority of the Metadata Committee is to develop a Local Government Profile 

with metadata required elements at the local government level that would make it easier 

for local governments to create and maintain metadata.  Others around the country and 

even in Canada are interested in the work of this committee.  Once the standard is 

adopted and the profile is created, the committee will develop initiatives to educate and 

promote the ISO standard and best practices to local governments, state agencies, and 

educational institutions.  Mr. Averett hopes that Esri will incorporate the profile into their 

software but the committee is also investigating other tools. 

 

Kathryn reported the 2012 Coastal orthoimagery is now available from NC OneMap for 

download and as an image service.  The project was completed on time and under budget.  

The 2013 Eastern Piedmont imagery is currently undergoing quality review using the 

VOICE online review tool by PSAPs, county GIS staff, NCDOT and CGIA.  Delivery is 

expected in January 2014.  The statewide orthoimagery program has received national 

attention.  FCC Chairwoman Mignon Clyburn will highlight the program at the annual 

conference of the NC Chapters of the Association of Public-Safety Communications 

Officials (APCO) and the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) at Sunset 

Beach, NC, from September 8-12.   

 

Kathryn said she is excited about the four-year program to update imagery for the state.  

She hopes that municipal staff will also be given the opportunity to use the online tool to 

review the imagery. [Post meeting note: Tom confirmed that municipal staff are 

participating in the online review of imagery for the Eastern Piedmont project.]  Julie 

said Pasquotank County used the VOICE to review the data and that it was an easy 

system to use.  Tom said that the project team provides training on the use of VOICE. 

 

APPOINTMENTS 

 

The M&O committee plans to establish a Census Working Group to collaborate with 

the Census Bureau in advance of the 2020 census.  Address points, county and 

municipal boundaries, street centerlines and other data are important for the census.  

The Census Bureau manages several programs including the Boundary and 

Annexation Survey, the Local Update of Census Addresses and Participant Statistical 
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Areas Program to work with local governments to acquire their data.  Progress on 

developing statewide seamless datasets will hopefully reduce the burden from direct 

outreach by the Census Bureau to local governments.  The charter for the working 

group has been adopted and approved by the M&O Committee.  Tom said he would 

confirm the schedule for establishing the Census Working Group before sharing he 

charter with the LGC. 

 

This working group will deal with jurisdictional boundaries, addresses, sub-county areas, 

roads and surface waters.  Local government participation on the working group will be 

important. 

 

Action Item – Tom will confirm the status of the charter for the Census Working 

Group and distribute it to the LGC members. 

 

Action Item – LGC members will identify potential local government representatives 

for the Census Working Group. 

 

Kathryn asked about the GIS Advisory Team and the value of continuing it.  She 

explained that the A Team provides feedback or opinions on standards or proposed 

legislation and other issues.  The members are local government GIS professionals from 

around the state and are nominated by LGC members.  In the last several years, the LGC 

has not solicited advice from the A Team.  Julie thought it was a valuable asset and was 

uncertain why it had fallen out of use.  Kathryn suggested that the upcoming focus on 

standards and educational initiatives, including the work of the Metadata Committee, 

might offer opportunities to reinvigorate the A Team.  Julie said it is a great way to 

involve GIS professionals, especially younger ones, in statewide coordination activities.   

 

The members agreed that the A Team should continue.  Tom reminded the members that 

each LGC member invited two or three members representing their organization to serve 

on the A Team.   

 

Action Item – Tom will work with LGC members to nominate people to serve on the 

A Team. 

 

Action Item – The LGC will look for opportunities to solicit recommendations and 

technical guidance to the LGC regarding issues of concern to the local government 

GIS community. 

 

LGC ACTION LIST 

 

Action items are complete except for some actions related the Stream Mapping Advisory 

Committee.  These are listed as pending until that committee is reorganized.  Tom will 

add actions from today’s meeting. 

 

Kathryn thanked the members for their hard work on coordination activities. 
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The LGC members thanked Tom for his service as staff to the LGC.  Tom said staffing 

the LGC has been a great pleasure and one of the fun parts of his job.  He appreciates the 

time and effort that the members devote to the LGC and statewide coordination.  The 

LGC has made a real difference over the years in representing local government GIS 

community concerns before the Council. 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

There was no new business 

 

NEXT MEETING 

 

The next LGC meeting is scheduled for December 4. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:10 


